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The generation of an entangled state for a pair of two-level atoms embedded in a bad cavity injected with a
squeezed vacuum is investigated. The degree of entanglement between the two atoms strongly depends on the
mean photon number and the strength of two-photon correlations of the squeezed vacuum, the cavity-induced
decay rate of atoms, and the atomic separation.
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Entanglement constitutes the single most characteristic
property that makes quantum mechanics distinct from any
classical theory. It has been found that entanglement forms a
fundamental resource for quantum-information processing.
Recently, Schneider and Milburn[1] modeled the behavior
of an ion trap with all ions driven simultaneously and
coupled collectively to a heat bath. By use of the entangle-
ment of formation[2], they show that the steady state of the
ion trap as a many-body system driven far from equilibrium
can exhibit quantum entanglement. Clark and Parkins[3]
proposed a scheme employing quantum-reservoir engineer-
ing to controllably entangle the internal states of two atoms
trapped in a high-finesse optical cavity. Kimet al. [4] studied
the interaction of two two-level atoms and a single-mode
thermal field, which frequently appears in problems of deco-
herence. It was demonstrated that such a chaotic field can
entangle two atoms that are prepared initially in a separable
state, which provides a degree of analytical understanding of
the decoherence mechanism for a quantum system composed
of a few qubits when the reservoir with which they interact
retains some memory[5]. Quantum-nondemolition(QND)
measurements on samples of atoms in a cavity have also
been proposed as a means to entangle atoms located in a
cavity [6]. Unlike most proposals for entangling atoms by
cavity QED in which the cavity is required to be in a strong-
coupling regimeg2/kg@1, whereg is the atom cavity cou-
pling strength,k is the cavity decay rate, andg is the decay
rate of the atoms, this limit is very hard to achieve experi-
mentally. Sørensen and Mølmer[7] put forward a method to
produce entangled spin squeezed states of a large number of
atoms inside a bad optical cavity. In their scheme the created
entanglement depends on the parameterNg2/kg, whereN is
the number of atoms. That is to say, a measurable entangle-
ment can be produced even though the cavity is a bad one
and the cavity-atom coupling is weak whenN is large. This
allows a substantial reduction in the requirements for the
cavity [7,8].

On the other hand, with the generation and the detection
of squeezed light increasing attention is being given to the
study of the interaction of squeezed light with one or few
atoms [9,10]. Georogiadeset al. [11] have carried out the
first experimental investigation of the modification of the
fundamental atomic radiative processes brought about by il-
lumination with squeezed vacuum light generated via nonde-
generate parametric down conversion. The observed rate of

the two-photon transition 6S1/2→6D5/2 for trapped atomic
cesium excited by the squeezed vacuum light shows both
linear and quadratic growth with light intensity for weak
excitation, in contrast with the purely quadratic dependence
produced by classical sources. Zhou and Swain[12] studied
the two-photon excitation rate of a cascade three-level atom
interacting with a resonant cavity mode coupled to a broad-
band squeezed vacuum through its input-output mirror. It
was shown that in the bad cavity limit, the two-photon exci-
tation rate has two components, one depending linearly and
the other quadratically on the squeezed photon number, in
excellent agreement with the experiment result in Ref.[11].
Banerjee[13] found that in the system of a pair of two-level
atoms confined in a single-mode optical cavity driven by a
squeezed vacuum, when the two atoms are close enough, the
atomic squeezed state can be generated.

In this Brief Report, we study the degree of entanglement
between two two-level atoms embedded in a bad cavity in-
jected with a squeezed vacuum. It is found that if the injected
field is a squeezed one, the two atoms can be entangled. The
degree of entanglement between the two atoms is strongly
dependent on the mean photon number and the strength of
two-photon correlations of the squeezed vacuum injected
into the cavity, the cavity-induced decay rate of atoms, and
the distance between these two atoms.

Assuming that two identical two-level atoms are located
in a single-mode cavity, the Hamiltonian of this system is

H = va†a + vSz + gsa†S− + aS+d, s1d

wherea anda† are annihilation and creation operators for the
cavity field, andSz andS± are the collective pseudospin op-
erators, which are defined asSz=o j=1

2 Sz
s jd and S±=o j=1

2 S±
s jd.

The cavity is injected by a broadband squeezed vacuum via
its lossy mirror. Taking the spontaneous emission into ac-
count, the master equation for the atom-field interaction sys-
tem is

d

dt
r = − ifH,rg + Lar + Lcr, s2d

Lar=gs2S−rS+ − S+S−r − rS+S−d

+ sg12 − gds2S−
s1drS+

s2d + 2S−
s2drS+

s1d − S+
s1dS−

s2dr

− S+
s2dS−

s1dr − rS+
s1dS−

s2d − rS+
s2dS−

s1dd , s3d
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Lcr=ksN + 1ds2ara† − a†ar − ra†ad + kNs2a†ra

− aa†r − raa†d + kMeius2a†ra† − a†2r − ra†2d

+ kMe−ius2ara − a2r − ra2d. s4d

Hereg is the spontaneous emission rate of each atom result-
ing from the interaction of individual atoms with all the
vacuum modes other than the privileged cavity mode, and
g12 is the collective spontaneous emission rate arising
from the coupling between the atoms through the vacuum
field, which depends on the atomic separation. If the dis-
tance between the atoms is much larger than the resonant
wavelength, theng12<0. On the contrary, if the atomic
separation is much smaller than the resonant wavelength,
then g12<g f14g. The parameterk is the cavity decay
constant. The parameterN is the mean photon number of
the broadband squeezed vacuum field andM measures the
strength of two-photon correlations they obeyM
=hÎNsN+1d ,s0øhø1d.

Now we assume that the cavity-atom coupling is rela-
tively weak and the cavity has a low-Q value, so thatk@g
@g (the bad cavity limit), but C1=g2/kg is finite, whereC1
is the effective cooperativity parameter of a single atom fa-
miliar from optical bistability. Also, to ensure the validity of
the broadband squeezing assumption, the bandwidth of
squeezing would need to be large compared tok. These con-
ditions imply that the cavity-mode response to the reservoir
is much faster than that produced by its interaction with at-
oms, which means that the photons emitted by the atoms
cannot react back with the atoms; i.e., the Born approxima-
tion is valid. The conditionk@g (g refers to the vacuum
Rabi frequency) also indicates that the two-atom system has
a short memory; i.e., the Markoff approximation can be used.
After assuming that, att=0, rs0d can be factorized into a
product of atoms and field density operators, using the Born-
Markoff approximation and tracing over the field state
[10,12,15], and introducing the atomic new basis asu2l
= ue1,e2l, u± l=s1/Î2dsue1,g2l± ug1,e2ld, andu0l= ug1,g2l, the

time evolution equations of density matrix elements for the
atoms are written as

d

dt
r22= − sx + , dr22 + sx − , dr++

+ Mseiur02 + e−iur20d,

d

dt
r++= − s3x − 2 , + 1 +ladr++ + s, + 1 +ladr22

− 2Mseiur02 + r20e
−iud − sx − , dsr−− − 1d,

d

dt
r20= Meiu − xr20 − Meius3r++ + r−−d,

d

dt
r−−= − ls1 − adsr−− − r22d,

r00= 1 −r22 − r++ − r−−. s5d

Here gc=g2/k, reflecting the atomic decay rate induced by
the coupling of the cavity mode,t=2gct ,x=2N+ , , , =1
+l ,l=kg /g2, anda=g12/g. The above equations are valid
after a short timetùk−1 [10,12,15]; in the following we are
interested in the long-time limit—i.e.,t@k−1. The steady-
state solution of the reduced density matrix for the atoms can
be expressed as

rAS
=r22S

u2lk2u+r++Su + lk+ u + r−−S
u− lk− u

+ r00S
u0lk0u + r20S

u2lk0u + r02S
u0lk2u. s6d

Next we use the entanglement of formation proposed by
Wootters[2] to quantify the degree of entanglement for two
subsystems of 2̂ 2 bipartite mixed or pure states. The un-
derlying quantity is called concurrence. The expression relat-
ing the concurrenceC to the density operatorrAS

defined by
Eq. (6) can be easily written as

C = maxhl1 − l2 − l3 − Îr22S
r00S

+ ur20S
u,0j, s7d

where l1 is the maximal value of the three quantities
r++S

, r−−S
, andÎr22S

r00S
+ ur20S

u, and l2 and l3 are the re-
maining two quantities. The case ofC=1 corresponds to
the existence of the maximum entanglement between the
two atoms, andC=0 means no entanglement between the
atoms. IfÎr22S

r00S
+ ur20S

u.r++S
and r−−S

, then Eq.s7d be-
comes

C = maxh2ur20S
u− r++S

− r−−S
,0j. s8d

However, if Îr22S
r00S

+ ur20S
u,maxhr++S

,r−−S
j, the concur-

renceC is expressed as

C = maxhur−−S− r++Su − 2Îr22S
r00S

,0j. s9d

From Eqs.s8d ands9d, we can see that there are two criteria
for entanglement between the two atoms described by Eq.
s6d. The first one, from Eq.s8d, is ur20S

u. 1/2sr++S
+r−−S

d,
which is decided by the two-photon atomic coherence and
populations in the two intermediate statesu± l. And the
second one, from Eq.s9d, is ur−−S

−r++S
u.2Îr22S

r00S
,

which depends only on the populations in all four atomic

FIG. 1. The concurrenceC versusl for different h; here N
=0.5, a=1, andh=1.0 (solid line), h=0.9 (dashed line), and h
=Î1/3 (dotted line).
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states u2l, u± l, and u0l. By the aid of the negativity to
measure the entanglement, Kimet al. [4] considered the
time evolution of the entanglement between two identical
two-level atoms interacting with a single-mode thermal field.
It is found that the terms characterizing the two-photon
atomic coherence in the reduced density matrix for the two
atoms are absent, so the condition leading to the entangle-
ment between the two atoms only meets the second criterion
here. In the following, we will show that due to the two-
photon correlation of the injected squeezed vacuum, two-
photon atomic coherence is produced in the two-atom sys-
tem; consequently, entanglement between the two-atom
system considered here may arise from the existence of two-
photon atomic coherence, which is satisfied with the first
criterion and different from that in the system of two two-
level atoms interacting with a single-mode thermal field[4].

First we consider the case ofa=1, corresponding to the
case where the two atoms are close to each other; i.e., the
atomic separation is much smaller than the resonant wave-
length. Equations(5) indicate that if there is no population in
the asymmetric stateu−l initially—for example, the two at-
oms being initially in their excited statesue,el or ug,gl—then
this asymmetric state is decoupled from the whole system
and there is no population in this state—that is,r−−S

=0. The
nonzero density matrix elements are

r22S
= fxsx − , d2 − 4M2sx − 2 , dg/F1,

r++S
= fxsx2 − ,2 − 4M2dg/F1,

r20S
= eiu4M,2/F1,

s10d

where F1=xs3x2+,2−12M2d. Combining Eqs.s10d with
Eqs.s8d and s9d, we can obtain the concurrenceC charac-
terizing the degree of the entanglement between the two
atoms. It can easily be proved that the second criterion for
the two-atom entanglement from Eq.s10d cannot be satis-
fied. So the entanglement between the atoms is because of
the existence of the two-photon atomic coherence origi-
nating from the two-photon correlation of the injected
squeezed field. Evidently, forM =0sh=0d, C=0, there is
no entanglement between the two atoms at all. In this
case, the two atoms are driven by a thermal field; the two
atoms will be evolved into their thermal equilibrium, a
maximal mixture state. Figure 1 displaysC versus withl
for different h. We see that if the injected field into the
cavity is an ideal squeezed vacuumsh=1d or a nonideal
one sh=0.9d, the two atoms can be entangled in the long-
time limit, the entanglement degreeC decreasing with the
increase ofl. In contrast, whenh=Î1/3, corresponding to
the injected field being the maximal classical correlations
between pairs of photons,C increases with increasingl.
The larger theh is, the stronger the entanglement between
the atoms is. Figure 2 shows the entanglement degreeC
versus with the mean photon numberN of the injected
field for different h. In these figuresN=0 corresponds to
the case of a normal vacuum entering into the cavity; no
entanglement happens between the two atoms. With the
increase in the value ofN, C goes through a maximum and
then goes to zero at a critical valueN=Nc. The larger the

value of h, the larger the value ofNc. In fact, if the in-
jected field has maximal classical two-photon
correlation—i.e.,M =N—the critical value ofN is Nc1
= , /2, but for the injected field being in the ideal
squeezed vacuum—i.e.,M =ÎNsN+1d, Nc2<f,s,+1d
+ ,Îs,+1d2+8s,−1dg /4s,−1d—evidentlyNc2 is larger than
Nc1 coincident with the numerical result shown in Fig. 2.

Second, we study the case ofa=1 but one of the two
atoms is initially prepared in its excited stateuel and the
other one in its ground stateugl; that is, the asymmetric state
u−l is initially populated. Because the asymmetric state is
decoupled from the whole system, the population in this state
remains unchanged. Therefore the nonzero density matrix
elements in the long-time limit obeyr−−S2

=1/2, r22S2
=r22S

/2, r++S2
=r++S

/2, andr20S2
=r20S

/2. It is easy to check
that ur20S2

u, 1/2sr++S2
+r−−S2

d, which means that the first
criterion for the entanglement is violated, which implies that
the two-photon atomic coherence entanglement is not strong
enough to create entanglement between the two atoms. How-
ever, the above equations show that the inequalityr−−S2
−r++S2

.2Îr22S2
r00S2

holds for arbitrary values ofN, h, and
l. That is, if the two atoms are close enough to each other
and they are initially in the stateue,gl, then these two atoms
can be entangled under the interaction of vacuum fieldsN
=M =0d, thermal field(M =0 butNÞ0), or squeezed vacuum
sN,M Þ0d. The entanglement is associated with the popula-
tions in four atomic collective states, which is similar to that
revealed in the system of two two-level atoms interacting
with a single-mode thermal field[4]. Figure 3 plots the con-
currenceC versusN for different h. With the increasing of
the intensity of the injected field,C decreases quickly; the
stronger the two-photon correlation is, the faster the concur-
rence decreases.

Finally, we discuss the situation ofa,1, which means
that the separation between two atoms is not very small; then
Eqs.(5) imply that r−−S

=r22S
. Therefore, no matter whether

or not the asymmetric stateu−l is initially populated, in the
long-time limit, due to the interaction of the nonclassical

FIG. 2. C versusN for different h; herel=0.25,a=1, andh

=1.0 (solid line), h=0.9 (dashed line), andh=ÎN/ sN+1d (dotted
line).
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field, the asymmetric state will be equally populated as the
upper level. The nonzero steady-state density matrix ele-
ments are expressed as

r22S3
=

1

F2
fxsx − , d2 + 2M2s3 , − 2x + 1 +ladg,

r++S3
=

1

F2
fxsx2 − ,2d − 2M2s2x + , − 1 −ladg,

r20S3
=

1

F2
f2 , Ms, + 1 +ladexpsiudg.

s11d

where F2=xf4x2−2,x+2, s1+ladg+8M2s1+la−2xd. Re-
placing Eqs.s11d into Eqs. s8d and s9d, we can obtain the
expression ofC. It can be found that entanglement for the
two atoms only happens when the inequality
ur20S3

u . 1/2sr++S3
+r−−S3

d holds. That is, the two-photon
atomic coherence plays a key role in the appearance of the
entanglement. Figure 4 showsC varying with l for differ-
ent a. Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 4 we see that even
thougha=0.99, there is a little deviation ofa=1, reflect-
ing the strongest quantum interference effect between the

two atoms induced by the spontaneous emission, and the
degree of entanglement between the two atoms jumps
down. This is because the asymmetric stateu−l can be
populated and independent of the initial atomic state be-
cause ofaÞ1. We find that forl,1, implying that the
incoherent decay rate of atoms due to the coupling with a
squeezed vacuum is larger than the spontaneous decay
rate of atoms due to a normal vacuum,C increases with
the decrease ofa, and in the region ofl.1, the result is
the reverse.

In conclusion, we study the degree of entanglement be-
tween two two-level atoms embedded in a bad cavity in-
jected with a squeezed vacuum. The degree of entanglement
between the two atoms strongly depends on the mean photon
number of the injected squeezed vacuum, the strength of
two-photon correlations of the injected squeezed vacuum,
the cavity-induced decay rate of atoms, and the distance be-
tween the two atoms.
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